Tenders increasingly require zero emission transport. Due to the weight restriction in the M1
categorie and the limited battery capacity, a large range for wheelchair transport is the challenge
of the day. The solution comes one step closer with the arrival of a new electric minibus that can
transport 8 seated passengers and 1 wheelchair with a range of WL TP 330 km.
Opel, Toyota, Citroen and Peugeot market this electric vehicle under the brand names Vivaro-E,
ProAce electric, E-Jumpy and E-Expert. Tribus has been converting the Diesel variant of these
types into a wheelchair accessible vehicle for years by means of a lowered floor. Check out the
specifications of the vehicle.

WHEELCHAIR TRANSPORT WITH WIDE RANGE

Movitas wins prestigious Design
Excellence Award!

Tribus and Bayer start a fruitful
partnership

The Movitas, designed by Steketee design,
received the award for best Dutch design on
Tuesday July 6. Our electrical midibus
Movitas proved to be the best Dutch Design.
The team that took the Movitas from idea to
working prototype in no time (2 years!) was
as flexible, agile and efficient as the product
itself. We are very proud of the end result.

Although Covid-19 took over the world, Tribus
and German conversion specialist Bayer,
started working together around mid-2020. A
success story that resulted in a unique
partnership with MAN Truck & Bus
Deutschland GmbH. Our MAN E-TGE
wheelchair conversion is now available at
all MAN dealers in Germany.
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Bodetax starts experiment with electric
wheelchair transport
Attention to the environment is becoming
increasingly important. Wout van Aken,
director at taxi company Bodetax, also shares
this opinion. The company has been actively
working towards sustainability and has now
started with electric wheelchair transport.

Models on stock
The worldwide shortages are also noticeable
in the automotive sector. It is becoming more
and more challenging to buy vehicles.
Fortunately, we have many connections and
therefor we still have new gems ready for you,
such as the low floor Civitas Economy.
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